Law Enforcement and Business Continuity Summit – December 3, 2021
Presentations
FBI Community Awareness Briefing: Andrew BeDell, SSA, FBI

The Atlanta JTTF Community Awareness Briefing (CAB) mission is to raise awareness of the
radicalization and mobilization process, and provide communities a better understanding of
terrorism threats in FBI Atlanta’s AOR. Based on the National Counterterrorism Center’s CAB
which was established in 2010 by the White House and U.S. Congress to combat violent
extremism in all forms, the CAB focuses on radicalization and violent extremist recruitment,
is designed to build awareness and understanding of violent extremism and intended to
catalyze community efforts on prevention and intervention through that awareness and
understanding. SSA BeDell will provide situational awareness that will include current
terrorism threats both domestic and international.

COVID-19 State Response: Dr. Kathleen Toomey, Commissioner, GA Dept. of Public Health
Dr. Toomey will discuss the link between public health and the business community, and the
need to provide a balance to support the community while protecting it. She will talk about
the lessons learned from the beginning of the pandemic to the current date, including how
to effectively handle the barrage of media and public relations demands placed upon the
agency.

Public/Private partnerships: Joe Coomer, VP of Security AMB Sports + Entertainment
Mr. Coomer will share learnings from the MBS Community Vaccination Center – A Federal,
State, County, and Private Partnership to Vaccinate 300K Atlanta and Georgia Residents. The
presentation will cover the initial relationship with County EMA using private-sector sports
and entertainment facilities to start the initial rollout of vaccination to first responders. After
a successful eight-week operation the White House identified MBS as a FEMA Mass
Vaccination Site which allowed for Federal Support on a large scale for an operation that
elevated from 125 shots a day to 10K shots a day. This partnership identified resources and
staffing particularly to public sector specialization (National Guard Doctors and Atlanta Fire
Rescue Fireman) to private sector support (stadium staffing that included Food & Beverage
works, security, and guest services). Given the infrastructure of MBS, the stadium leveraged
a number of assets primarily designed for sports and entertainment, to include hundreds of
refrigeration locations based out of concession stands as well as traffic management plan,
that allowed public safety partners to focus on the true act of shot deployment while allowing
the stadium staff to do what they do best – move large crowds safely. Through the
development of co-incident commanders, one public and one private, the MBS CVC site
distributed +300k shots within 56 operational days.

Network Intrusion: Josh Reed, Director, USSS Digital Evidence Forensic Laboratory
This presentation details the United States Secret Service investigative mission in cyber
space to include our Cyber Fraud Task Forces (CFTFs). The CFTFs are comprised of
partnerships between the Secret Service, other law enforcement agencies, prosecutors,
private industry, and academia. We will provide details on how we train, equip, and assist

our State, Local, and Tribal Territory partners at the National Computer Forensic Institute.
We will also discuss current cyber threats to include Business Email Compromise (BEC),
Ransomware, Credit Card Skimming, and some awareness/prevention techniques to defend
against these threats.

Threat and Emergency Resilience and Support – Metro Atlanta: Matthew Kallmyer
When COVID-19 was declared a pandemic, the Atlanta-Fulton County Emergency
Management Agency, and Fulton County Board of Health, activated Unified Area Command
to manage the response. Participants will learn how Emergency Management and Public
Health leveraged their expertise and resources to serve the community throughout the
response. Participants in this session will learn about how and why establishing a multidisciplinary unified area command during the pandemic has been beneficial to the response,
effective information sharing strategies and technologies between internal and external
stakeholders, and how the jurisdiction assessed and responded to the most vulnerable
populations during the pandemic. The various challenges, unique opportunities and
successes of the response will be discussed while focusing on how multiple partnerships and
resources were leveraged to accomplishing the difficult task under a stressful and everchanging environment.

